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Abstract
Worldwide structural genomics projects are increasing structure coverage of sequence space but
have not significantly expanded the protein structure space itself (i.e. number of unique structural
folds) since 2007. Discovering new structural folds experimentally by directed evolution and
random recombination of secondary-structure blocks is also proved rarely successful. Meanwhile,
previous computational efforts for large-scale mapping of protein structure space are limited to
simple model proteins and led to an inconclusive answer on the completeness of the existing,
observed protein structure space. Here, we build novel protein structures by extending naturally
occurring circular (single-loop) permutation to multiple-loop permutations (MLP). These
structures are clustered by structural similarity measure called TM-Score. The computational
technique allows us to produce different structural clusters on the same naturally occurring,
packed, stable core but with alternatively connected secondary-structure segments. A large-scale
MLP of 2936 SCOP domains reproduces those existing structural clusters (63%) mostly as hubs
for many non-redundant sequences and illustrates newly discovered novel clusters as islands
adopted by a few sequences only. Results further show that there exist a significant number of
novel, potentially stable clusters for medium or large-size single-domain proteins, in particular
(>100 amino-acid residues) that are either not yet adopted by nature or adopted only by a few
sequences. This study suggests that MLP provides a simple yet highly effective tool for
engineering and design of novel protein structures (including naturally knotted proteins). The
implication of recovering CASP new-fold targets by MLP on template-based structure prediction
is also discussed. Our MLP structures are available for download at the publication page of the
website http://sparks.informatics.iupui.edu.
Despite of exponential increase in the number of protein sequences due to genome projects,
the structure coverage of single domain sequence families has continued to expand from
21% in 2004 to 26% in 2009. This expansion is largely because of systematic, worldwide
effort of large-scale, protein-structure determination (structural genomics projects) 1.
Growth in structure coverage of sequence space, however, did not translate into a
meaningful expansion of protein structure space. In fact, the total number of structural folds
appears to have converged since 2007. As shown in Fig. 1, this trend, is clear from either
manual classification of protein structures (SCOP 2 or CATH 3) or from automatic
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clustering based on pairwise structural similarity (TM-Score from TMalign at a cutoff of 0.5
-- an approximate measure to determine whether or not protein pairs belong to the same
structural fold or cluster).
What does this convergence in the number of structural folds or clusters mean? Zhang and
Skolnick 6 found that existing protein structures are self-contained such that one can always
find a non-homologous (<35% sequence identity) native structure within 2.5Å rms deviation
and with about 80% alignment coverage from any given structure of a medium size protein
(less than 200 amino acid residues). They 7 further proposed that the existing structure space
is complete because all structures in the protein databank (PDB) can be mapped on to
randomly generated homo-peptide compact structures and, conversely, all randomly
generated compact structures have their corresponding PDB structures. On the other hand, a
more recent study of medium-size, lattice-model protein with idealized secondary structure
found only one in ten predicted structures can be matched to existing structures and
proposed the existence of excess amount of "dark matter" in the protein structure universe.
The conflicting conclusions drawn on the completeness of structure space are likely due to
different coarse-grained models employed to generate artificial structures that may or may
not represent the actual structure space of proteins.
To deepen our understanding of what we have seen and yet to see in the protein structure
universe, we need a method that generates protein structures that are likely foldable.
Generating novel folds has been attempted experimentally by employing combinatorial
sequence 10 or secondary-structure block libraries. However, the occurrence of stably folded
proteins is rare. For example, initial 4×1012 random sequences followed by many iterations
of in vitro selections and directed evolution 10 yielded only several functional proteins 13
while in vitro random recombination of secondary structure elements (blocks) does not lead
to uniquely folded proteins.
Computationally, Kuhlman et al. 14 designed a novel fold by ab initio backbone design
coupled with Rosetta de novo structure prediction. This technique is too time consuming for
large-scale mapping of possible structure space. Pseudo-native structures (artificial decoys)
have been generated by connecting spatially contacting residues 15 and by combining
reverse-sequence order, cyclic permutation, and three-point switching (loop crossover) 16.
They were introduced for the purpose of improving threading and score normalization for
structural comparison, respectively. Yang and Sharp 17 employed the elastic network
models to generate alternative protein structures by perturbation along low-frequency
normal modes. The method was used to improve homology modeling. These computational
methods, however, have not been employed to characterize the structural space of proteins.
It is known that changing protein structural topology can occur naturally through circular
permutation that involves closing the N and C termini with a short loop and opening another
surface location (often in a loop region) for new termini (i.e., opening and closing of a single
loop). Because circular permutation usually yields a structure that is not that different from
its original structure , we propose a computational method that generates novel structures by
multiple loop permutations (MLP, i.e. opening and closing of multiple rather than single
loops) while leaving the core packing of secondary-structure segments unperturbed. The
proposed MLP technique for generating novel structures with naturally occurring stable core
is supported by the following observations. Most circular permutated structures retain their
stability and function , suggesting that core packing is dominant determinant for protein
stability22. Likewise, fixing core packing will maintain the stability and function of their
original native templates at least for some MLP structures and potentially for all MLP
structures with appropriately designed sequences. Moreover, it has been observed that nearly
identical core packing naturally occurs between secondary structure elements of different
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structural folds through different loop connections and relates newly discovered, novel
structural folds to known folds.
In this paper, MLP is applied to 2936 SCOP domains and yields 2843 structures
significantly different from their respective original templates. Analysis and clustering of
these 2843 structures by TM-Score allows us to characterize the existing as well as potential
structural clusters of proteins. Results highlight the potential utility of MLP for generating
novel structure clusters for engineering and design and for template-based structure
prediction.
RESULTS
We made multiple loop permutations to 2936 SCOP domains (one domain per family
chosen from the domains in ASTRAL 1.75 release26 with no missing residues or backbone
atoms). To reduce the number of new structures generated and have an initial assessment of
structure space, we limited to a maximum of 100 permutated structures per domain and a
permutation of up to five loops whose end-to-end distances are less than 15Å (See methods).
This leads to a total of 96131 loop permutated structures. After removing overlaps and
incorrectly built loops and the structures with nearly completely buried termini and having
less than 60 residues, we obtained 2843 structures that differ significantly from their
respective original structures (with TM-Score<0.5 from structural alignment program TM-
align 4; TM-Score=0.5 indicates, for example, 85% residues aligned with 2.6Å RMSD for a
protein of 200 residues long). These significantly altered structures (MLP-D2843) can be
clustered with a threshold of TM-Score=0.5 into 820 unique MLP structure clusters (MLP-
C820).
Because MLP-D2843 structures differ significantly from their respective native templates
(based on structural alignment), high structural similarity between a MLP generated
structure and any existing structure in a different cluster indicates the ability of MLP to
change from one known structural cluster to another. Fig. 2a shows an example of a native
structure (SCOP ID#1pkpa2, left) whose three-loop permutated structure (center) matches to
another native structure (SCOP ID#1pugb, right, in gray) with a TM-Score of 0.66 (aligning
42 of 46 residues with RMSD of 1.6Å). By comparison, the TM-Score between 1pugb and
1pkpa2 (prior to permutations) is only 0.38. [The TM-Score between random structure pairs
is size-independent and distributed between 0.08 and 0.3 5.] Proteins 1pugb (hypothetical
UPF0133 protein ybaB) and 1pkpa2 (ribosomal S5 protein, N-terminal domain) belong to
separate SCOP folds (YbaB and dsRBD-like, respectively) and have biological functions of
DNA and RNA binding, respectively. The ability to link two different folds by MLP
indicates that some native structural folds (clusters) can be reproduced (or recovered) by
MLP of a structure in a different fold cluster.
Fig. 1 compares MLP-C820 structure clusters to a total of 2379 existing native clusters up to
early 2009 from the latest ASTRAL 1.75 release (in black). 173 clusters out of the MLP-
C820 set (21%) have one or more structures that have a TM-Score of 0.5 or above with one
or more native structures in the structure clusters experimentally solved before 1998. 195
additional MLP clusters (another 24%) can be mapped to the clusters discovered from 1998
to 2009. In other words, a total of 368 clusters of the MLP-C820 set (45%) can be mapped
on to 1495 existing structure clusters, 63% (1495/2379) of all existing clusters of native
structures. This large-scale mapping confirms that MLP can produce (or reproduce) existing
stable, structural clusters.
The similarity between MLP structures and native structures can be extended to knotted
regions. Fig. 2b shows an example of knotted MLP structure generated from four-loop
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permutation of non-knotted domain 1ccwa that has a knot in the region made of three
strands enclosed by two helices each side, resembling the knot region in a naturally
occurring knotted protein 1o6da in terms of how knots are composed of although two knots
occur in different parts of the two proteins. Both knots can be described as the simplest
trefoil type 3127. There are a total of 7 natively knotted structures out of 2936 domains
before loop permutation (0.2%). MLP of these 2936 domains leads to 38 knotted structures
(1.3%) in MLP-D2843. None of the 38 knotted MLP structures is from 7 knotted native
proteins prior to permutation. According to SCOP classification, 0, 7, 23, 8 of these knotted
structures are all-α, all-β, α/β, and α+β proteins, respectively. Interestingly, the protein knot
server27 listed 40 naturally occurring knotted proteins. Among them, there are 31 SCOP-
annotated, knotted proteins consisting of 1 all-α, 9 all-β, 15 α/β and 7 α+β proteins,
respectively. There are 8 additional naturally occurring knotted proteins not yet annotated by
SCOP (1x7p, 1y7w, 1yr1, 1z93, 1zjr, 2ha8, 2i6d, 3kzc). Manual examination of these 8
structures suggests 6 α/β and 2 α+β proteins. Thus, the overall distribution of knotted MLP
structures in different structure classes is similar to those naturally occurring knotted
structures. The latter have 36 of 31, 2 of 41 and 2 of 52 knots27. Due to the limitation of up to
five loop permutations permitted in this study, all knotted, MLP structures are the simplest
trefoil type 31. The result above further highlights the ability of MLP to recover naturally
occurring structural clusters, even for the most complex knotted regions.
The existence of both knots and slip knots in original 2936 native domains and MLP-D2843
can be compared. Among native domains, there are 7 knotted proteins (0.2%) and 237 deep
slip-knotted proteins (8.1%) with depth of 10 residues or more. By comparison, there are 38
knotted proteins (1.3%) and 420 deep slip-knotted proteins (14.7%) in MLP-D2843. There is
an increase in number of knotted and slip-knotted structures in multiple loop permutated
structures. This is a result of unconstrained loop building during multiple loop permutation.
Nevertheless, the majority of MLP structures do not have knot or deep slip knot. Shallow
slip knotted proteins are also common in native proteins (23.9% for depths of 1 to 9
residues) and thus, not considered as unusual here. Fig. 2c shows one example where five
loop permutations change the overall linkage of the secondary structure of protein disulfide
oxidoreductase (SCOP ID#1a8l1). There is nothing obviously unusual after five loop
permutations while maintaining an identically packed core.
We further compared MLP structures in MLP-D2843 with CASP 8 free-modeling (new-
fold) targets released in 200828. New-fold targets in CASP (Critical Assessment of Structure
Prediction techniques) are those targets without high-quality, recognizable templates at the
time of release. They are employed for testing template-free structure prediction techniques
[20]. We compared MLP structures with CASP targets after removing original templates
solved on or after year 2008 and having TM-Score≥0.5 with CASP 8 targets. We found that
there are 178 MLP structures having TM-Score≥0.5 to seven (out of 12) CASP 8 new-fold
targets. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The three-loop permutated structure of ribosomal
protein l6 (SCOP ID#1rl6a1, solved by X-ray structure determination in 1993) has a TM-
Score of 0.73 with CASP 8 target T0443-D2 (56 of 60 residues in T0443-D2 are aligned
with RMSD of 1.75Å). By comparison, the ribosomal protein l6 itself has TM-Score of only
0.29 with T0443-D2 and the best predicted model for this target in CASP 8 has TM-Score of
0.4 only.
To reveal the underlying difference between MLP new-fold clusters and existing clusters of
native structures, we define that a native-structure cluster is recovered by MLP structures if
one or more members of the cluster have a TM-Score≥0.5 with one or more MLP structures.
Because two structures can be considered as structurally related with a TM-Score of 0.4 or
above [17], we can further define a "structural popularity" index (PIstruc) (or degree in
graph theory) of a structure cluster based on the number of other neighboring structure
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clusters within TM-Score of 0.4 from the structure cluster (i.e. within a super-structure
cluster). For simplicity, only the structural similarity between the representative structures of
each cluster is evaluated here. The average PIstruc is 9.4 for native structure clusters
recovered by MLP, 6.1 for unrecovered native structure clusters and 2.0 for MLP new-fold
clusters. The PIstruc difference between recovered and unrecovered native-structure clusters
and that between recovered and MLP new-fold clusters are statistically significant (p-
value<0.00001 for both cases). As an example, the largest structural similarity network for
mixed α/β proteins is shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, this TM-Score=0.4 threshold is somewhat
arbitrary for defining structural popularity. Any other threshold (less than the threshold TM-
Score=0.5 for defining structural clusters) would yield the same qualitative result. In fact,
for clarity, TM-Score=0.45 or above is employed for drawing a link between two clusters in
Fig. 4. It is clear that most recovered native-structure clusters (in black) are located at the
center of the network while most MLP new-fold clusters (in Red) at the outskirt of the
network with few links.
To confirm the above finding, we also make a sequence-based definition of popularity index
(PIseq): the number of unique (non-redundant) sequences within a structure cluster
(sequence identity < 30%). A structure cluster is popular if it is adopted by many non-
redundant sequences. Indeed, there is a statistically significant difference (p-value <0.00001)
in PIseq values between the clusters recovered by MLP (12.0) and other native-structure
clusters (4.5). Moreover, there is a continuous reduction of PIseq for newly discovered
structure clusters over the time (Fig. 5). The average PIseq decreases from 11.4 before and
in 1998 to 1.5 in 2007–2009. Similarly, the average PIstruc (number of neighboring clusters)
decreases from 12.5 before and in 1998 to 3.9 between 2007–2009 (the difference is
statistically significant with a p-value <0.0001). Thus, the number of experimentally solved
structural folds (or clusters) converges in Fig. 1 because highly "popular" structures
(adopted by many sequences) are mostly solved and less popular structures are more
difficult to find by random sampling of protein sequence space. This result is somewhat
expected because highly popular structures in sequence space are more probable to be
located for experimental structure determination by random search in sequence space.
Nevertheless, the result provides the first quantitative evidence that converging in number of
new folds (or structure clusters) solved experimentally does not necessary mean the
completeness of the structure space.
While popular structure "hubs" of proteins have been mostly solved as shown in Fig. 5, what
about those less popular island-like structural clusters? One can gain a feel about the
completeness of existing structure space by calculating the fraction of new-fold structure
clusters in all MLP-C820 structure clusters generated. We found that only 23% of MLP
structure clusters of small proteins (between 60 and 80 residues long) but 82% of MLP
structure clusters of medium-size proteins (between 180–200 residues long) belong to new-
fold clusters (See Fig. 6 in Black). This suggests that the observed structure space for small-
domain proteins is about 80% complete. However, considering that this study has limited to
a maximum permutation of five loops and this limitation has significant impact on large-size
proteins that often have more than five loops, the potential structural space for medium and
large-size domains is far from complete. This result is based on a TM-Score cutoff of 0.5 as
a definition of clusters. Fig. 6 also shows that different cutoff values will move the curve up
or down but more than 50% MLP structures for medium-size proteins (180–200) are new for
all cutoff values from 0.45 to 0.6. That is, a significant number of new structure clusters
exists for large domain proteins, in particular, regardless the threshold employed for
defining clusters.
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DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have developed a multiple loop permutation technique to explore the
potential structural space of proteins. This method is developed so that the explored
structure space is as realistic as possible while permitting a large-scale study. This is
accomplished by fixing the core region of a given native template and generating
alternatively connected secondary structure segments. A large-scale but limited MLP study
of 2936 SCOP domains (limited to 5 loop permutations) confirmed its ability to generate
realistic structural clusters by recovering 63% of existing clusters and 7/12 new-fold CASP
8 targets. Analysis of recovered and not-recovered MLP clusters indicates that the observed
number of structural clusters converges because most popular structural clusters have
already been solved.
We would like to note that rearranging secondary structure elements for generating new
potential folds is not a new idea. Taylor et al. has performed combinatorial search of
secondary structure arrangement on the 2-D lattice model and discovered the existence of
significant number of new folds based on inability to map native structures to most
discovered idealized forms. Here, we proposed a different approach that achieves the
rearrangement of secondary structure by making loop permutation on existing native
structures while fixing naturally occurring core packing. Despite significantly more
restrictive in structure generation, our results confirm the existence of a significant number
of new structural clusters with a naturally occurring core.
This study also touches upon an unsolved problem: how to define a fold computationally.
While the definition of folds made by manually curated SCOP 2 and semi-manually curated
CATH 3 are widely accepted, there are no widely accepted automatic techniques for
defining folds that are required for large-scale classification of newly generated structures.
We have employed TM-Score from TMalign4 because it has been employed to demonstrate
that the existing structural space is complete7 and it provides a uniform standard for
classifying both native structures and MLP structures. A threshold of TM-Score=0.5 for
clustering structures was suggested by Xu and Zhang5. This threshold leads significantly
more (about twice more) structural clusters than the number of folds defined by either SCOP
or CATH. A more relaxed TM-Score threshold (e.g. TM-Score=0.45) would lead to a
smaller number of structural clusters (1700) that is closer in line with the number of folds
defined by SCOP or CATH (about 1200). However, different thresholds will not change the
overall conclusion drawn in this paper as demonstrated in Fig. 6. This figure shows that a
significant number of new structure clusters exists for large domain proteins regardless the
threshold employed. In this paper, to avoid confusion, “fold” is reserved for SCOP or CATH
classification while “cluster” is reserved for classification made by TM-Score.
There is an on-going discussion regarding whether or not the protein structure space is
discrete or continuous . The result reported here supports the dual characteristics of the
structure space : all structures can be continuously linked with a low structural similarity
threshold 34, but, the distribution of structures is far from even as found in SCOP/CATH
classifications and revealed in Fig. 4. Outlying unpopular island-like structural clusters (with
few links) display the discrete side of the structure space. They constitute either yet-to-be-
seen or yet-to-be-adopted (potential) structures in the protein structure space.
What causes these potential clusters to be unpopular "islands" that are rarely (or not)
adopted by nature? The majority of uncovered new structural clusters are free of knots or
deep slipknots. We examine if these MLP new-fold clusters are as optimized as their
original in term of their contact orders , which are defined as a summation of absolute
difference in sequence positions for all pairs of residues in contact, normalized by the
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number of contacts and the number of residues. It is well known that folding rates depend on
the amount of nonlocal contacts (contacts with large sequence separation) in a protein
structure. The average contact order for MLP new-fold clusters (based on cluster centers) is
0.238±0.06, statistically insignificantly different from 0.235±0.06, the average for their
original native structures prior to loop permutations (p-value=0.17). In other words, the
amount of nonlocal contacts of native and that of MLP new-fold structures are similar in
average.
Other probable causes are evolution (initially larger families grow faster due to the higher
probability to be duplicated) 38 or functional requirement (rapid expansion of certain
functionalities 39 or suitability of some structures for multiple functionality). It may also be
caused by that some structures can be formed by many more sequences than others (more
designable) . More likely, it is a combination of these factors 43 that are responsible for the
uneven distribution of the number of non-redundant sequences in different structure clusters
and for the rare occurrence or absence of potentially stable structure clusters uncovered by
MLP.
These potential structural clusters, however, have significant implication on protein
engineering and design because MLP provides a simple yet highly effective tool for
generating new structural topologies that are likely stable due to their naturally occurring
packed cores. This is significant because producing new structures experimentally by
directed evolution and random recombination of secondary-structure blocks is proved rarely
successful while ab initio backbone design coupled with Rosetta de novo structure
prediction for de novo design is complicated and time consuming 14. The proposed method
will expand our capability to design novel proteins and biomaterials that have useful nano-
scale and biological properties. For example, MLP of some non-knotted proteins can
generate naturally knotted structures that possess unique functional properties.
While the proposed MLP can serve as a new technique for generating novel structural
clusters with naturally occurring stable core, a slight modification of the method employed
here is needed in order to generate stable structures for experimental verification because the
main purpose of this paper here is to demonstrate that new structure clusters exist even with
a restriction of fixing the naturally occurring core in a large-scale study. Structural
classification depends mainly on how secondary structural elements are linked and not so
much on the types of amino-acid residues linking them. Thus, polyalanine linkers are
employed in this paper for computational efficiency. If the purpose is to produce
experimentally stable proteins, more hydrophilic linkers optimized with necessary protein
design tools (e.g.) are necessary in order to produce a more soluble protein. Different types
of links will not change the assessment of structural similarity by TM-Score.
The results reported here also have significant implication in protein structure and function
prediction. Hamprecht et al.15 showed the potential utility of using pseudo-native structures
for threading-based structure prediction. Here, significant match between MLP structures
and CASP targets indicates that these "new-fold" targets may be predicted by template-
based structure prediction with MLP structures as templates. This is important because
template-based structure prediction is significantly more reliable and accurate than template-
free structure prediction, for proteins with 100 residues or longer, in particular 45.
Furthermore, the matches between native structural folds and MLP structures (conservation
of core packing) could suggest possible functional link between two previously unconnected
folds.
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Methods
Protein structure dataset
The domain structures with sequence identity cutoff at 95% from the ASTRAL 1.75
release26 were downloaded. This database is based on SCOP 1.75 for all protein structures
in PDB released by Feb 20092. It contains 16712 domains. After removing the structures
with missing atoms, we obtained 11291 domains belonging to 2936 SCOP families. One
random structure was chosen from each SCOP family. This leads to 2936 domain structures
(SCOP2936) as the starting structures for subsequent multiple loop permutations.
Multiple loop permutations (MLP)
Multiple loop permutations were performed in the following steps:
1. Secondary structure for each domain was assigned by the program STRIDE46.
Short helical and strand segments (<4 residues) were treated as coils to decrease the
number of loops for a given protein by reducing the number of secondary structure
segments (SSSs).
2. The distances between the N-terminus of one SSS and the C-terminus of another
SSS were calculated for all SSS pairs. The N and C termini of two SSSs were
allowed to connect by building a new loop between them if their distance is less
than a cutoff distance (15Å initially). The connection between two N (or C) termini
of two SSSs was not allowed in order to maintain the original N to C direction. The
original loops longer than 15Å were unchanged.
3. A combinatorial search was made for all possible loop permutations allowed. If two
SSSs change from sequence neighbor to non-neighbor after rearrangement, their
connection loop will be removed. Meanwhile, new loops will be built to connect
two SSSs that become sequence neighbors after rearrangement. For example, a
protein with 6 SSSs is arranged in a native structure as 1-2-3-4-5-6. One possible
rearrangement of this sequence is 6-5-2-3-4-1. This rearrangement requires
retaining two native loops for unchanged neighboring SSSs between 2-3 and 3-4,
removing three native loops (1-2, 4-5 and 5-6) because they are no longer sequence
neighbors (5-6 is not same as 6-5 because of the N to C direction), and building
three new loops between 6-5, 5-2, and 4-1. In this study, we limited ourselves to
generate 100 MLP structures and a maximum of five permutated loops per proteins.
If the number of permutations is greater than 100, we decreased the cutoff distance
with a step size of 0.5Å to reduce the number of loops allowed to permute until the
number of permutations is less than or equal to 100.
4. All new loops were built by the program Modloop47. We estimated the number of
residues for a new loop by dividing the end-to-end distance with 2.5Å. This
approximate formula was obtained from a statistical analysis of the end-to-end
distances of short loops. Because the maximum end-to-end distance for a loop to be
permutated is 15Å, the maximum number of residues for a rebuilt loop is 6. That is,
we have avoided building potentially unrealistic long loops (>6) 47. All loops were
built with alanine residues for computational efficiency.
The above procedure generated 96131 MLP structures. We first removed any MLP
structures with severe steric clashes and abnormal bond lengths as identified by the program
PROCHECK48 (30714 structures remaining). We then removed any MLP structures whose
terminal residues are less than 20% exposed based on their solvent accessible surface areas
from STRIDE [21] (22296 structures remaining). We further removed the structures that are
similar (TM-Score>0.5) to the original native structures prior to loop permutations (3374
structures remaining). Finally, we removed MLP structures with less than 60 residues and
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obtained 2843 structures. These 2843 MLP structures can be separated into 1048 novel new-
fold structures and 1795 "old-fold" structures that have TM-Score≥ 0.5 with at least one of
the 16712 structure domains from the ASTRAL 1.75 release.
Clustering protein structures
Because MLP structures are not annotated by either SCOP or CATH, a fully automatic
technique is needed to compare MLP structures with existing structures and cluster them to
remove redundancy. We use TM-Score because it has been found to be a reasonable
measure to define structural folds5. As in Ref. 5, we considered that two structures are
similar when TM-Score ≥ 0.5. Structures are clustered as follows: 1) the number of similar
structures (TM-Score ≥ 0.5) for each structure in the dataset is calculated; 2) the structure
with the largest number of similar structures is chosen as the representative structure for the
first cluster, 3) the structures in the first cluster are removed and the remaining structures are
subjected to steps 1) and 2) until all structures are clustered. The above steps produce the
representative structures, i.e., cluster center for all structure clusters. The TM-Scores
between these cluster centers and each structure are compared. All structures are re-assigned
according to the highest TM-Score between a structure and a cluster center. The same
clustering technique is applied to existing native and MLP structures. When we compare
two structure clusters, we calculate the TM-Score between the representative structures in
each structure cluster.
Knot detection
We detect whether or not a protein has a knot by using the algorithm developed by Khatib et
al49. A protein chain is treated as a series of segments connecting two adjacent Cα atoms. A
protein containing N residues has N nodes, N-1 segments and N-2 triangles, while each
triangle consists of two adjacent segments. A triangle, consisting of three nodes ith, (i+1)th
and (i+2)th Cα atoms, can be simplified to a segment connecting ith and (i+2)th nodes by
removing the (i+1)th node, if this triangle satisfies the condition that none of segments
connecting any pair of nodes in the protein chain crosses the triangle. In this way, a non-
knotted protein chain can be simplified into four nodes by iteratively removing nodes, while
the knotted protein chain is stuck with more than 4 nodes during the simplification process.
Slip Knot detection—The algorithm for slip-knot detection follows the method
developed by Khatib et al 50. It has the following three steps. First, a “closed” loop is
defined when the distance between Cα atoms of two ending residues of the loop is less than
7Å and their sequence separation along the chain is between 3 and 33 residues. Second, the
closed loop is broken down into a number of small triangles and each triangle is formed by
three Cα atoms in the closed loop. Third, for all lines that connect two adjacent Cα atoms,
we examine whether the line intersects any triangle of the closed loop. The residue index of
each intersection is recorded. A slip-knot corresponds to two intersections between the chain
and a closed loop, while the first intersection indicates the chain enters the closed loop and
the second intersection indicates the chain leaves the closed loop. The depth of a slip-knot is
the difference between residue indices of two intersections.
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Fig. 1.
Number of structural folds from SCOP annotations (2/23/09 release, in Blue), structural
topologies from CATH annotations (7/7/09 release, in green), and structure clusters derived
from 16712 ASTRAL domains (95% cutoff) according to TM-Score cutoff of 0.5 (in black)
as a function of time (evaluated monthly). Multiple loop permutations (MLP) on 2936
SCOP domains generated 820 new structure clusters that are significantly different from
original native templates (TM-Score<0.5). More and more these clusters (MLP in Red)
recover known native structure clusters discovered over time.
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Fig. 2.
A multiple-loop permutated structure has an identical core packing as its original native
structure but with different loop connections between secondary structures. Three examples
are shown. (a) A three-loop permutation (open-arrow) of the native structure of wild-type
(wt) sequence (SCOP ID#1pkpa2, left) leads to a new structure (center, with terminal coil
regions removed) that is substantially different from its original native structure with a TM-
Score of 0.49 but matches a native structure 1pugb of a different SCOP fold (in gray, right)
with a TM-Score of 0.66 (aligning 42 of 46 residues with RMSD of 1.6Å). (b) The similarity
in knotted regions between the knotted structure generated from four-loop permutation
(center) of 1ccwa (left) to the naturally occurring knotted structure (SCOP#1o6da) (right).
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(c) An example of new structure: Native domain structure (1a8La1, left) and its five-loop
permutated structure (right).
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Fig. 3.
The three-loop permutated structure of ribosomal protein l6 (SCOP ID#1rl6a1, center) has a
TM-Score of 0.73 with the CASP 8 target T0443-D2 (56 of 60 residues in T0443-D2 are
aligned with RMSD 1.75Å, Right in Cyan). By comparison, the ribosomal protein l6 itself
(Left) has TM-Score of only 0.29 with T0443-D2.
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Fig. 4.
The largest network for alpha/beta structure clusters containing 231 nodes. The sizes of
nodes are scaled according to the number of non-redundant sequences within each cluster.
Black nodes denote the native structure clusters that have one or more structures similar to
one or more MLP structures (TM-Score≥0.5, denoted as recovered by MLP) while the blue
nodes are those native-structure clusters not yet recovered by MLP structures generated in
this study. Red nodes are MLP new fold clusters that are structurally different from all
existing structures (TM-Score<0.5). We used the smallest size for red nodes because the
number of non-redundant sequences for them is unknown. For clarity of the graph, a link
between two nodes is made only if TM-Score between the representative structures of the
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two cluster centers is greater than or equal to 0.45. A threshold of 0.4 is employed to
calculate PIstruc in the paper.
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Fig. 5.
The number of native-structure clusters as a function of the age and sequence popularity
index (PIseq) of each structure cluster. The age of a cluster is defined as the oldest (deposit
date) structure within the cluster. PIseq of a structure cluster is defined as the number of
non-redundant sequences (30% sequence identity or less) within each cluster. (Statistics is
based on 5 bins each for time and PIseq (in a logarithmic scale). Newly discovered structural
clusters are less and less popular (adopted by fewer and fewer sequences) over the time.
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Fig. 6.
Fraction of new-fold structure clusters in all MLP clusters (based on the sizes of
representative proteins of each cluster) as a function of protein size (the center of each bin)
at different TM Score cutoffs [0.6 (Blue), 0.55 (Red), 0.5 (Black), and 0.45 (Green) from top
to bottom]. A smaller cutoff value leads to a reduction of new structure clusters as expected.
Even at TM-Score cutoff of 0.45, the fraction of new clusters for medium-size proteins
(180–200) is >50%.
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